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From: BRANDON STECHER <+16515036487>
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 8:22 PM
To: VM-CouncilLegislative <VM-CouncilLegislative@stpaulmn.onmicrosoft.com>
Subject: Shared Voicemail (CC-Legislative-AA-CQ)
Hello, my name is Brandon Strecher. I am calling uhm for to leave a voicemail to be considered for the hearing
tomorrow um I live at 1237 Conway Street. In early November I got an abatement order for summary of. The file
number is J2214A, Assessment number 228513. So what I got fined for was, a couch was left in the alley on the other
side of my privacy fence um. Around this time, the neighbor next door is or his garage or his disconnected garage is
being torn down and disposed of and there was a garbage dump or garbage container on and in his property at the
time. And on this day, my neighbor next door asked if the couch that was next to the garbage dump was mine and if
I put it there and I replied no. Um, I thought that was the end of it. But uhm. And then a little while later I get this
abatement with the picture of the couch on, apparently someone moved the couch to the other side of my privacy
fence in the alleyway. I never go in the alley, and the privacy fence blocked my view of it so I had no idea was there.
Uhm. So I actually have two neighbors that also said that they would write if needed to kind of back up my story or
whatever. I know I got these summary orders in the mail. Around this time was when I contracted COVID and was
sick for quite a while from work. My work is a paramedic, and wasn’t paying too close of attention to my mails.
Uhm, yes, if that could be considered to be removed. That would be wonderful. I can be reached at 651-503-6487.
Thank you. Bye.
You received a voice mail from BRANDON STECHER.
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